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A PROGRAM TRANSFORMATION FROM 
EQUATIONAL PROGRAMS INTO LOGIC PROGRAMS* 
ATSUSHI TOGASHI AND SHOICHI NOGUCHI 
D In the last few years, substantial efforts have been made towards developing 
equational programming languages and logic programming languages: the 
so-called descriptive languages. The languages of both types are based on 
mathematical systems and to a certain extent resemble each other. This is a 
clue to the possibility of program transformation from one type to the 
other. An equational language concerns algebraic specifications of abstract 
data types and recursive program schemes. Thus, the transformation may 
introduce the notions of data abstraction and computation strategies into 
logic programming languages. In this paper, we propose a transformation 
algorithm that transforms equational programs into logic programs. For our 
purpose, we have extended the programming language PROLOG, which 
has been widely cited in related literature as a promising language, to a 
logic programming language based on a new computation model. We have 
shown that the algorithm transforms any equational program into an equal 
or more powerful logic program. For a recursive equational program, there 
exists a Horn program with equivalent computational power. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Descriptive languages for computation are generally classified into two categories: 
logic programming languages and equational (or functional) programming lan- 
guages. These two categories of languages have so far been considered to be two 
different kinds of languages, even though they share some characteristics, such as 
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being referentially transparent and having simple and clear semantics. A discussion 
of the difference between the two styles may be found in [17,21]. In this paper, we 
take the position that logic programming languages and equational programming 
languages are not disjoint, by providing a transformation algorithm from equational 
programs into logic programs. This does not contradict the previous works. 
Logic programming languages, e.g., PROLOG [5,16], are based on first-order 
predicate logic and are directly concerned with the resolution principle introduced 
by Robinson in [22]. In these languages, programs are expressed as sentences, and 
the computation process involves the successive derivation of new goals from goals 
using resolution. Solving problems is basically showing the inconsistency of given 
goals with respect to the programs. The contradictory instances are results of the 
computations. See [1,4,7,12,18] for a theoretical treatment; also refer to [16] for 
applications in artificial intelligence. 
Equational languages use equations to specify programs, but, from the computa- 
tional point of view, equations may be viewed as rewriting rules allowing the 
rewriting of the left-hand-side expressions to the right-hand-side expressions. In this 
way, the computation process involves repeatedly rewriting the given expressions by 
applying equations until no further rewriting is possible. The given expressions are 
said to have been normalized to their normal forms. These expressions are the 
results of the computation [ll, 201. As has been observed in [ll, 13,20,23], not only 
large parts of LISP among real programming languages, but lambda calculus, 
combinator calculus, and recursively defined functions in mathematics, may also be 
viewed as special systems of equations. 
Though these two classes of languages are based on slightly different mathemati- 
cal models, they show a close similarity to each other. This indicates a possibility of 
program transformation. The equational language offers attractive features, e.g., 
algebraic specification of abstract data types [8,10] and recursive program schemes 
[2,6,19]. The transformation makes possible the introduction of such notions into a 
logic programming language. 
In this paper, an algorithm for transforming equational programs into logic 
programs is presented. It is shown that any equational program is transformed into 
an equal or more powerful logic program. Further, restricting our attention to 
recursive equational programs which are a generalization of recursive program 
schemes, we have shown that any recursive equational program may be simulated by 
some Horn program with an equivalent computational power. In order to facilitate 
program transformation, we have adopted an extended version of PROLOG as the 
target language. This version is a logic programming language based on a new 
computational model, is more suitable for knowledge representation of predicates, 
and is oriented towards knowledge-based programming. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminary definitions are 
stated. The formulations of equational and logic programming languages are de- 
scribed in Section 3 and in Section 4, respectively. There some results are also 
investigated. Finally, in Section 5, we present the transformation algorithm and 
prove its validity. 
We believe this paper is the first attempt to investigate and clarify the relation- 
ships among descriptive languages. We hope that our results have established a 
footing for further studies in this field. 
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2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we briefly review the definitions on signatures, terms, substitutions, 
and term rewriting systems, as they are used in the literature. These definitions are 
consistent with standard ones in the field of term rewriting systems [13,15,20,23,26], 
and of abstract data types [8, lo]. 
Let S be a finite set of sorts, which are actually the names for the various data 
types under consideration. An (S-sorted) signature of function symbols is an indexed 
family {Z,,,} of disjoint sets Z,,, of function symbols, where (w, s) E S * x S. 
Here, S * denotes the set of all finite sequences on S, including the null sequence A. 
(Sf is the set of all nonnull sequences on S.) A symbol u E Z,, s is called a function 
symbol of sort s with arity w, written as u : w --j s. When w = A, u is called a 
constant. For ease of notation, we let Z = U,,,,, ES*XSZW s, and we use Z to denote 
the signature. 
Let X=U scsXs be a disjoint union of denumerable sets X, of variables of sort 
s E S. For a signature 2, E-terms (simply terms, whenever Z is clear from the 
context) of sort s E S are defined recursively as follows: 
(1) a variable x E X, is a Z-term of sort s; 
(2) if u: sl,. . ., s, + s is a function symbol (constant if n = 0) and each ti is a 
Z-term of sort si, then u(t,, . . . , t,) is a Z-term of sort s. 
The set of all Z-terms of sort s is denoted by T(Z, X),. We define T(Z, X) as the 
disjoint union of the sets T(Z, X), for s E S. 
Now, we define the occurrence of a subterm in a term, following Huet [13]. Let 
N,* be the set of all finite strings of positive integers, including the null string A. We 
shall call the members of N,* occurrences and denote then by u, v and so on, 
possibly with primes or subscripts. For a term t, we define simultaneously its set of 
occurrences, Ocr( t) c N:, and its subterm at U, t/u, for u E Ocr(t), as follows: 
(1) if t = x E X, then Ocr(t) = {X} and t/A = t; 
(2) if t = u(t,, . . . , t,), then Ocr(t) = {X} U { iuill I i 5 n, u, E Ocr(tj)}, t/A = t, 
and t/iui = t,/ui. 
We say u is the occurrence of t/u in t. We use Var(t) to denote the set of variables 
occurring in t, that is, x E Var(t) if and only if x E X and there exists u E Ocr(t) 
such that t/u = x. Given two terms t, t’ and an occurrence u E Ocr(t), we define 
t[ u 6 t’] as the term t with the subterm t/u at the occurrence u replaced by t’. 
A substitution is a mapping 8 from a set of variables into a set of terms such that 
x0 = x almost everywhere, i.e., the domain of 8 defined by 
Dam(B)= {x~X]xe#x} 
is finite. Here, we assume that substitutions are sort-preserving: all variables of sort 
s E S are mapped into terms of the same sort. The substitution 8 can be extended to 
terms by 
&,..., tn)e=u(tle,..., t,e). 
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Dejkition 1. A term rewriting system on a signature Z is a finite set R of rewriting 
rules of the form l+ r such that Var(l) 3 Var(r), where I and r are Z-terms of 
the same sort. 
R may be applicable to a term t if and only if there is an occurrence u E Ocr(t) 
such that t/u = 10, for some rule I + r E R and for some substitution 0. The 
subterm t/u is called a redex [13]. In this case, we say that the rule I + r is applied 
to the term t to obtain the term t[ u + r-e]. The choice of which rule to apply is 
made in a nondeterministic way. We write t +-R t’ to indicate that a term t’ is 
obtained from a term t by a single application of some rule in R. Let *Jo denote 
the reflexive and transitive closure of *R . If t * jR t’ holds, we say t’ is derivable 
from t in R. The subscript R may be omitted from *R and * dR when it is clear 
from the context. 
We can redefine the derivation relation on terms induced by term rewriting in a 
deductive system in the following way. 
Proposition I. Let R be a term rewriting system and t, t’ be any two terms. Then 
t*at’ ijand only ijtkt’ isprovable from theset ojaxioms {lzr]l+rER} 
corresponding to the rewriting rules of R in a deductive system with the following 





t, 2 t;, . . . ) t,2 t:, 
fJ(t,, . . ., t,) 2 a(ti, . . . , t;) 
4. Substitutivity: 
t2t’ 
te 2 t’e 
PROOF. Both directions can be easily verified by induction on the length of the 
derivation t* - t’ and that of the proof of t 2 t’, respectively. We omit the proof. 
cl 
Note that the notation t 2 t’ for ordered pairs stems from the fact that the 
ordered pairs provable in the deductive system are characterized by means of a 
partial ordering relation over terms when we give an interpretation to each function 
symbol. See [13,X, 261 for related works. 
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3. EQUATIONAL PROGRAMS 
We shall formulate an equational program, which can be regarded as a set of 
equations, in the framework of a term rewriting system as in [ll] with emphasis on 
their irreversibility. The theoretical foundations for computing with equations have 
been treated in detail in [13,15,20,23]. Hoffmann and O’Donnell [ll] have il- 
lustrated the usefulness of equational programs, and have also investigated solutions 
to the problems involved in implementing equational programs. 
Let I: be a (finite) signature of function symbols. Following [14], we assume that 
the signature Z is partitioned as C = Z’ u Ed. We shall call the function symbols in 
Z’ constructors, and the elements in Zd dejined function symbols. Constructors create 
concrete data structures to be processed. Defined function symbols define certain 
manipulations over the constructed data structures; their meanings are described 
using rewriting rules. For notational convenience, constructors are denoted by 
lowercase letters, e.g., f, g, h, and defined function symbols by capitals, e.g., 
F, G, H. In the same way, we use symbols E, Ei for Z-terms and t, t, for Z’-terms, 
called the constructor terms, constructed by means of constructors only. Of course, 
both kinds of terms may contain variables as constituents. 
Dejinition 2. An equational program on Z is a term rewriting system R such that 
each rewriting rule is of the form F( E,, _ _, E;) + E, where F is a defined 
function symbol. 
Restrictions may be imposed on the nature of the rewriting rules to confine their 
scope to more restricted classes of equational programs. 
Dejinition 3. An equational program R is recursive if every rewriting rule in R is of 
the form F(t,, . . . , t,) + E. 
A recursive equational program corresponds to the nondeterministic recursive 
program scheme in [2], when each ti is restricted to be a variable x,. 
Let R be an equational program. A computation (sequence) from an input term 
E, is a-possibly infinite-derivation sequence 
E, j E, * . . . ==a En =a . . . . 
The computation succeeds, or successfully terminates, if E, is a constructor term t 
for some n 2 0; hence by the definition of equa’tional programs, no further rule can 
be applied to E,. In this case, E, = t is the result of this successful computation. 
Otherwise, the computation fails, i.e., either it terminates at a term E which 
includes some defined function symbols, or it never terminates. 
EXAMPLE 1. An equational program for reversing lists is shown below. We use 
strings beginning with uppercase letters as defined function symbols, characters such 
as i, x, y, z as variables, and lowercase strings for constructors. A computation from 
the input term Rev(cons( x, cons( y, cons( z, nil)))) successfully terminates, and results 
in cons( z, cons( y, cons( x, nil))). 
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Constructors: 
nil : A + list 
cons : item list + list; 
Defined function symbols: 
Append : list list + list 
Rev : list -+ list; 
Rewriting rules: 
Append(ni1, x) + x 
Append(cons(i, x), JJ) + cons(i,Append(x, y)) 
Append(Append(x, Y), z) + Append(x,Append(y, z>> 
Rev(nil) + nil 
Rev(cons( i, x)) + Append(Rev( x), cons( i, nil)) 
Rev( Rev( x)) + x 
Rev(Append( x, y )) + Append(Rev( y ), Rev(x)) 
So far we have defined the general strategy of executing programs, imposing no 
condition on the computation rule. Next, a more restricted strategy is presented. 
The restriction facilitates the simulation of the computation in an equational 
program by the computation in a logic program discussed later. 
We call a substitution 0 a constructor-term substitution if its range is limited to the 
set of constructor terms only, i.e., 19 : X + T( Z’, X). Let R be an equational 
program. A term E’ is derivable (in one step) from a term E in the constructor- 
term-oriented (execution) strategy, denoted by E c- E’, if there exist a rule I + r E R, 
an occurrence u E Ocr( E), and a constructor-term substitution 13 such that E/u = le 
and E’ = E[ u + rt3]. In other words, E c’ E’ means that E’ is derivable from E 
in such a way that substitutions for variables are restricted to constructor terms 
only. In the constructor-term-oriented strategy, if a program is a recursive equa- 
tional program, only an innermost redex is replaced by definition, while any redex 
can be replaced in the general strategy. Thus, this strategy corresponds to the 
innermost computation rule in 1191 for recursive equational programs. The computa- 
tion in this strategy and the result for it are defined in the same way as the one in 
the general case. Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, in an equational program we 
adopt the constructor-term-oriented strategy as our execution strategy. Thus, a 
successfully terminating computation refers to one in the constructor-term-oriented 
execution strategy, and so on. 
Corollary I. Let R be an ,equational program and E, E’ any two terms. E *c- E’ if 
and onb if E 2 E’ is provable from { 12 r ) I -+ r E R } by applying the inference 
rules 1, 2, 3 mentioned in Proposition 1 together with the inference rule 
4’. Constructor-term substitutivity: 
EzE’ 
Ee2E’e 
where 8 is a constructor-term substitution. 
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4. LOGIC PROGRAMS 
In recent years, the logic programming language PROLOG [l, 4,7,16,18], based on 
the Horn-clause fragment of first-order logic without equality, has been increasingly 
used, as a specification language [12] and as a practical and efficient programming 
language [5]. However, PROLOG, which deals with Horn clauses only, is inade- 
quate for a natural transformation of equational programs into logic programs. For 
example, as in the case of an equational programming language, not only recursive 
definitions, such as the equations defining addition “ + ” recursively, 
0+x=x, (1) 
s(x) +y=.++_Y), (2) 
but also equations describing properties of functions, such as the distributive laws, 
x.Y1+CY*=~+1+Y*)~ (3) 
Y1-x+Y,-x=(Y,+Y,)% (4) 
should be expressible naturally in a logic programming language. In fact, not only 
equations but also axioms of equality are expressible with Horn clauses in first-order 
logic with equality “ = ” [3]. However, we are concerned with a logic programming 
language without equality: our aim here is to translate equational programs into 
logic programs without the equality predicate. To represent recursive definitions 
with Horn clauses is rather easy. As an example, the recursive definitions (1) and (2) 
can be described with Horn clauses without the equality predicate as 
A(& x,x>. (5) 
-+(x], Y, S(Z)) :- A(.? Y, z). (6) 
where the predicate symbol A (or ADD) is used, which corresponds to the function 
symbol “ + “. But no way has been found yet to describe properties of functions, 
such as the above equations (3) and (4), with Horn clauses without the equality 
predicate. To cope with this problem, we extend PROLOG into a new logic 
programming language which allows more than one atom on the left-hand side of 
Horn clauses. Also we introduce “inferred variables”, which must be distinguished 
from “ free variables”. For example, the left distributive law of the predicate 
“multiplication” M (or MULT) with respect to the predicate “addition” A, which 
corresponds to the equation (3) mentioned above, can be expressed in our language 
as 
MC% Y,, *u), Wx, Y,, *u), A(*% *u, z) :- A(y,, y2, *w>, M(x, *w, z). (7) 
This formula has more than one atom on the left-hand side, and the variables 
appearing in it are partitioned into two groups. The first is the group of “free 
variables” such as x and z, bound by universal quantifiers V from outside; the other 
is that of “inferred variables” such as *u and *v, bound by existential quantifiers 3 
from inside. It has the meaning expressed in the usual form: 
vx,~Yl,~Y2,vz: 
3u,3u:M(x,y,,u)8tM(x,y,,u)&A(u,u,z) 
+3w: A(Y,, Y2rw)&M(x,w, z). (8) 
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This formula specifies the interrelation among the atomic formulas; hence it 
neither can be resolved into more than one definite clause [l] nor can be modified 
into the formula 
in which all the variables are universally quantified, without losing its meaning. 
Theoretically speaking, all the variables bound by existential quantifiers can be 
deleted by means of Skolem functions [3]. However, terms introduced to get rid of 
such variables make the original definition meaningless, e.g., the term f(x, yJ, 
introduced by the deletion of u from the atom M(x, yl, u), makes the definition of 
MIJLT meaningless. Reduction rules representing properties of predicates can be 
used to simplify goals and/or speed up their computations. The application of such 
rules is allowed only to goals in which there are some atoms that are identifiable 
with the entire left-hand side of the rule by two types of substitutions, and results in 
a parallel rewriting of atoms. In this way, we have modified the way goals are 
computed according to the above extension, so that properties of predicates will be 
applied. 
Now, we are in a position to specify our new logic programming language. To 
begin with we define a signature of predicate symbols. 
A signature of predicate symbols is an indexed family {I,,,} of disjoint sets I, of 
predicate symbols P : w, where w E Si. As in the case of a signature of function 
symbols, we set I = UwGs+ r,,,, and use I to denote the signature of predicate 
symbols. 
DeJnition 4. Let II and I be signatures of function symbols and predicate symbols, 
respectively. 
(1) An atom (or an atomic formula) is P(tl,. . . , t,), where P: sl.. . s, E r is a 
predicate symbol and each ti is a II-term of sort si. 
(2) A molecule (or a molecular formula) is a finite set of atoms. 
For a molecule M, Var(M) denotes the set of all the variables appearing in M. 
There are two kinds of variables: free variables and inferred variables, which 
correspond to the variables bound by universal quantifiers V and by existential 
quantifiers 3, respectively. We assume that the set Var(M) is partitioned into a set 
Free(M) of free variables and a set Inf( M) of inferred variables. For simplicity, we 
will write a molecule C,, . . . , C, rather than {C,, . . . , C,}. Since a molecule is a set, 
the order of atoms in a molecule is not important. If xi,. . . , x, and y,, . . . , y,, are 
free variables and inferred variables, respectively, of a molecule M = C,, . . . , C,, we 
can read the molecule as, “for all x1,. . . , x, there exist y,, . . . , y, such that C,, . . . , 
and C, are satisfied”. That is, M stands for the formula in the usual form: 
VX I)...) Vx,,Yy, )...) 3y,:Cr&‘-.&C,. 
The concept of a “molecule” (the name is adopted from [25]) arises from the 
interrelation among the atoms which have common inferred variables. 
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Definition 5. A reduction rule is an ordered pair of molecules, denoted by M:- N, 
which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) every free variable appearing in the right-hand side also appears in the 
left-hand side, i.e., Free(M) 3 Free(N); 
(2) there are no common variables among Free(M), Inf( M), and Inf( N). 
The molecule M is called the conclusion of the reduction rule M:- N, N is its 
premise. For a reduction rule r =Al,. .., A,:- B, ,..., B,, let Free(A, ,..., A,) = 
{X 1,“‘, xk},Inf(A, ,..., A,)={y, ,..., y,},andInf(B, ,..., Bn)={zl ,..., z,}.The 
reduction rule r can be interpreted as “for all xl,. . ., xk, if there exist zl,. . . , zq 
such that B1,..., and B,, are satisfied, then we can guarantee the existence of 
Yl,..., yP such that Ai,..., and A, are satisfied”. If we interpret reduction rules in 
this way, the restrictions in Definition 5 are not very strong. For instance, as for 
condition (1) in Definition 5, the variables occurring in the right-hand side and not 
in the left-hand side can be regarded as inferred variables in the right-hand side. 
More precisely, a universally quantitied implication 
(Vx):A,&...&A,tB,&...&B, 
is logically equivalent o 
A1&4A,+(3x): B,&...&B,, 
whenever x does not occur in A,& . . - &A,,,. Regarding definite clauses, we have 
Definition 6. A definite reduction rule is a reduction rule of the form A :- B,, . . . , B,, 
such that Inf( A) = 0. 
Definite reduction rules exactly correspond to the usual definite clauses. 
Dejinition 7. A logic program is a finite set i of reduction rules. If f. consists only of 
definite reduction rules, E is said to be a Horn program. 
A goal related to a logic program is a molecule. Goals describe problems which 
will be solved by program execution. In the procedural interpretation, a logic 
program is a goai-reduction (replacement) system as discussed in [16]. A computa- 
tion (or an execution) of a program is initiated by inputting a goal. The computation 
proceeds by applying suitable reduction rules to derive successive new goals. At 
each computation step some submolecule is selected from the goal and matched 
with the entire left-hand side of some reduction rule in the program by finding the 
two kinds of appropriate substitutions. The submolecule is then replaced by the 
corresponding right-hand side of the reduction rule, and finally the two substitu- 
tions are applied to the resulting goal. The computation successfully terminates for 
the input goal if the empty (terminal) goal is derived. In the following, we will 
formalize the way goals are computed according to the description given above. 
DeJinition 8. Let f be a logic program. A reduction rule A,, . . . , A,,, :- B,, . . . , B, E f 
is applicable to a goal M = C,, . . . , C, if and only if there exist two substitutions 
e and n, called a matching substitution and an inferring substitution, respectively, 
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such that 
Dam(0) c Free(A,,..., A,), 
Dam(q) c Inf(C,,...,C,), 
and 
(Ci,..., C,)9=(4...,&)8 
for the submolecule C,, . . . , C,,, of M = C,, . . . , C,,,, C,,,, 1, . . . , C,. 
In this case, we say the reduction rule is applied to M to obtain a new goal 
N= (Bi,..., &)R (C,,,,.. .> C/J?. 
The inferred variables of the newly derived goal N are defined by 
Inf(N)= {xEInf(M)lxeDom(q)} UInf(B,,...,B,) 
U{xEFree(B,,...,B,)lx@Dom(6)}. 
All other variables appearing in N are free variables. 
If there are any common variables between a goal and the applicable reduction 
rule, without any loss of generality, they can be renamed so that there is no conflict 
in variable names. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider the logic program consisting of the single reduction rule 
A(x, z, j(x, *u)) :- A(g(z), *w, x). 
In order to distinguish inferred variables from free variables syntactically we use the 
asterisk “ *“. Thus, *x is an inferred variable. Given goal 
A@(& *u), *u, *r>, B(*y, x), 
the reduction rule is applicable to it, and we obtain the new goal 
A(g(*z), *w, h(x, *z)>, B(f(h(x, *z), u), x). 
See Figure 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. If we regard goals as problems to be solved, application of reduction 
rules may be interpreted as reduction of problems, converting given problems to 
simpler ones. For example, the problem of getting the value of the arithmetic 
expression 2 ~3 + 2 .2 is represented in a form of molecule 
MULT(2,3, *x),MULT(2,2,*y),ADD( *X, *y, *Z). 
Applying the left distributive law (7), described at the beginning of this section, to 
this goal, we obtain the new goal 
ADD(3,2, *w),MULT(~, *W, *Z). 
A(W. 4, +u, l Y), B(*Y, x) 
/// 
FIGURE 1. An application of a reduction rule. 
Ah, z, Rx, ^v)) :- A(gkL l W. x) 
1 I 
A(g(‘zL ‘w, h(x, l z)), BWW(x. ‘z), v), xl 
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This indicates that the problem of getting the value of the expression 2 .3 + 2 .2 is 
reduced to the problem for 2 . (3 + 2). 
A set of Horn clauses can also be interpreted as a reduction system which reduces 
problems expressed as negative clauses by means of input resolution [3]. The 
difference lies in that the application of reduction rules reduces problems expressed 
as molecules (sets of interconnected atoms), whereas the application of Horn clauses 
reduces problems expressed simply as atoms. 
For goals M and N, M af N indicates that N is obtained from M by a single 
application of some reduction rule in ;E. We may write M -2 N to specify the use of 
the inferring substitution 7. We write *Jo to denote the reflexive, transitive closure 
of aE . & may be omitted from af and *J~ , when it is clear from the context. If 
M**? N holds, we say M is reducible to N, where n is the composition of inferring 
substitutions used in the reduction. The proofs of the following propositions are 
relatively easy exercises and are left to the reader. 
Proposition 2. Let E be a logic program and M, N be goals. For any substitution 5 such 
that Dam(l) c Inf(M), Ml d9 N implies A4 =A N. 
Corollary 2. Given the same conditions as in Proposition 2, it follows that Ml +-q N 
implies M i&q N, where + * is the transitive closure of - . 
Conversely, one can easily verify the following proposition by induction on the 
length of reductions. 
Proposition 3. MT ** N follows from M **? N, for all goals M and N. 
Let E be a logic program. A computation from a goal M (in 5) is a possibly 
infinite reduction sequence 
A computation successfully terminates if M, is an empty goal, denoted by e, for 
some n 2 0, where an empty goal is an empty molecule. In this case, the composition 
Tj=ni... nn is the answer substitution and Mq is the result of the successful 
computation. 
5. THE TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM 
To transform an equational program into a logic program, we shall first associate 
molecules and output terms with Z-terms. 
Let Z be a signature of function symbols for equational programs. The corre- 
sponding signatures II and I of function symbols and predicate symbols, respec- 
tively, for logic programs are specified in the following way: 
(1) the set II is identical to the set of constructors in Z, i.e., II = 2’; 
(2) the set I is defined by 
I- = (Fr : sl., . s,sI F: sl.. . s, + s E 2”)) 
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where Fr is the (n + 1)-ary predicate symbol corresponding to the n-ary 
function symbol F. 
Algorithm 1 (Association of molecules and output terms with Z-terms). With each 
Zterrn E,, we associate a molecule M[ E,] = M[ E,; h] and an output term 
O[ E,,] = O[E,; X] by the following procedures M and 0, mutually defined by 
structural induction on terms. (In the procedures, intuitively M[ E; u] and 0[ E; u] 
are the molecule and the output term, respectively, of the subterm E at the 
occurrence u E Ocr( E,) in E,.) 
For a molecule M[E,], the free variables are the ones which belong to 
Var( E,) and newly introduced variables are inferred variables. 
(1) If E is a variable x E X, or is a constant a, 
M[E; u] = e, 
O[E; u] = E. 
(Note that e denotes the empty molecule.) 
(2) If E=f(E,,..., E,) (f is a constructor), 
M[E; u] = M[E,; ul],..., M[E,; un]; 
OIE; u] =f(O[E,; ul] ,..., O[E,; un]). 
(3) If E= F(E,,..., E,) (F is a defined function symbol), 
M[E; u] = M[E,; ul],..., M[E,; un], F,(O[E,; ul],...,O[E,; un], *yU); 
O[E; u] = *yu, 
where Fr is the predicate symbol corresponding to F and *y, is a new 
variable, uniquely determined only by the occurrence u, so that u # u implies 
*YU + *Y”* 
Note that occurrences are considered in the procedures M and 0 to 
distinguish the inferred variables at the distinct occurrences. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the Z-term E = f( F(G(x), g(a)), H(G(x))), where 
f, g and a are constructors (a is a constant) and F, G, and H are defined function 
symbols of arbitrary types. By applying Algorithm 1 to this term we obtain the 
molecule M[E] and the output term O[E]: 
M[E] = Gr(x, *Y,~), F,(*Y,,, g(a), *Ye), Gr(x, *vz,), H,( *Yap, *y2), 
O[El =f(*yv *YZ). 
Lemma 1. If t is a constructor subterm at the occurrence u in E,, then M[t; u] = e and 
O[t; u] = t. 
PROOF. By structural induction on constructor terms. Cl 
By using the procedures M and 0 in Algorithm 1, a transformation algorithm 
from equational programs into logic programs is described in the following way: 
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Algorithm 2 (The transformation algorithm). Let R be a given equational program. 
We translate each rewriting rule F(E,, . _ . , E,) -+ E’ in R into a reduction rule to 
obtain the corresponding logic program. [To avoid conflict of newly introduced 
variables between the two sides of the resulting reduction rule, we treat a 
rewriting rule F(E,,...,E,)-+E’ as the special term -(F(E,,...,E,),E’).] 
This transformation is carried out by the following procedure: 
1. Construct the molecules M[ F(E,, . . E,r); 11 = M[E,; 111,. . . , M[E,; In], 
F,(OL% 111,. . , O[E,; In], *yl), M[E’;2], and the output term O[E’; 21 
using the procedures M and 0 in Algorithm 1. 
2. The transformed reduction rule corresponding to the rule F( E,, . . . , E,) - E’ 
is defined by 
M[E,;ll],..., M[E,;ln], 
F,(O[E,;ll],..., O[E,;ln],O[E’;2]):- M[E’;2]. 
The set of free variables of the resulting reduction rule is specified by 
Var( F( E,, . . . , E,)) U Var(O[ E’; 21). The others are inferred variables. 
EXAMPLE 5. If we apply Algorithm 2 to the equational program in Example 1, we 
obtain the following logic program. We use the predicate symbols APPEND and REV 
as abbreviations of Append, and Rev,, respectively: 
APPEND@& X, x):- e. 
APPEND(COnS(i, x), y,COIlS(i, &)):- APPEND(X, y, yz2). 
APPEND(X, Y, *Yii),APPFND(*J’ii> Z, Yz) 
:- APPEND(y, Z, *J’,,),APPEND(X, *J&, yz). 
luzv(nil,nil) :- e. 
RFzv(cons(i, x), y2) :- REv(x, *y,,),APPEND( *y,,,cons(i,nil), y2). 
mv(X, *yii),&*yii, X) :- e. 
APPEND(X, Y, *Yii),~v(*Y,,, ~‘2) 
:- R=‘(Y, *Y&=v(X, *Y&APPEND(*y21, *Y22t ~‘2). 
As can be seen in the example, the transformation algorithm preserves the data 
structures-the constructor terms. Thus, common data structures are made avail- 
able for both programs. The next proposition is straightforward from the transfor- 
mation algorithm and Lemma 1. 
Proposition 4, If R is a recursive quational program, the transformed logic program is 
a Horn program. 
To investigate the relationship between equational programs and the translated 
logic programs, we shall consider the molecules and the output terms associated 
with Z-terms in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1 we have constructed a molecule M[E] 
and an output term O[E] for each Z-term E. As in the case of mokeules, we divide 
the set Var(O[E]) into free variables and inferred variables. Here, free variables are 
-~ 
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the ones which originally belong to Var( E). For constructor terms t and t’ with 
partitioned variables, t is a variant of t’ if t differs from t’ at most in the names of 
its inferred variables. A variant of a molecule is defined in the same way. 
The following proposition is straightforward from construction of molecules and 
output terms associated with Z-terms. 
Proposition 5. Let a( E,, . . . , E,) be a Z-term. 
(1) M[E,] (O[E,]) and M[E,; i] (O[ E,; i]) are variants, for i = 1,. . . , n. 
(2) We haue 
Inf( M[ E,; i]) n Inf( M[ E/; j]) = 0, 
Inf(O[E,;i])nInf(O[E,;j])=0 
for all i f j. 
(3) Let E be a logic program. If M[E,] **vi Mi and OIEi]qi = ti, then M[E,; i] 
* 3s: Mi’ and O[E,; i]qj = t,! for variants Mj’ and tl of Mi and ti, respec- 
tively, for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Theorem 1. Let R be an equational program and & the transformed logic program from 
R. For any Z-terms E and Et, if E *c 3 E’ in R, then there exist variants M’ and 
t’ of M[E’] and O[E’], respectively, such that M[E]*-VM’ and O[E]q = t’ in 
f. for some inferring substitution q. 
PROOF. By Corollary 1, the proof involves examining each of the axioms and 
inference rules. As for the axioms and inference rules 1,2, the assertion of the 
theorem is obvious from the transformation algorithm. So we discuss inference rules 
3 and 4’ only. 
For inference rule 3: Suppose the two given terms are of the form 
E=a(E,,..., E,), E’=a(E;,..., E;) 
for some function symbol u. As a structural induction hypothesis, by Proposition 5 
we can assume that 
M[ Ei; i] *a’li Mi’, 0[ Ei; i]vi = t; 
for some variants M; and t! of M[E/; i] and O[E[; i], respectively, and for some 
inferring substitution qi, for each i = 1,. . . , n. Without loss of generality we can 
impose the conditions on the molecules and the output terms in such a way that 
Inf(M,) nInf(Mjl) = 0, Inf( ti) n Inf( tj’) = 0 ; 
Inf( M;) n Inf( Mj’) = 0, Inf( t;) n Inf( t,l) = 0 
for all i Zj, where Mi = M[E,; i] and ti = OIEi; i], for each i = 1,. . . , n. Note that 
Inf(Mi)nInf(Mj)= 0, Inf( ti) n Inf( 1,) = 0 
for all i #j by Proposition 5. There are two possibilities for u as a function symbol. 
(a) If cr is a constructor f, the associated molecules M[ E] (= M[ E; A]), M[ E’] 
(= M[ E’; A]) and the output terms 0[ E] (= 0[ E; A]), O[ E’] (= 0[ E’; A]) must be 
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of the form 
M[E] = M[E,;l],..., M[E,; n], 
M[E’] = M[E{;l],..., M[E,‘; Pr] 
and 
O[El =f(O[E,;Il,...~O[E,; 41, 
O[E’] =f(O[E{;l],...,O[E,‘; ?r]), 
respectively. Let us define q as the composition 1) = q,. . . qln. From the above 
assumptions we have 
M[E] = M[E,;l],..., M[E,; H] 
*-VIM;, M[E,;2],..., M[E,; H] 




=f($..., Ok; n])vp.vln 
=f(t;,...,t;L 
which are the variants of M[E’] and O[E’], respectively. Therefore the theorem 
holds for E and E’. 
(b) If CJ is a defined function symbol F, then the associated molecules and the 
output terms are of the form 
M[E] = M[E,;l],..., MI&; n],F,(o[El;l],...,o[E~; n], *yx), 
M[E’]=M[E;;l] ,..., M[E;;n],F,(O[E;;l] ,..., OIE;;n],*yx), 
and 
O[E] = *Y,, 
O[E’] = *yx, 
where Fp is the predicate symbol corresponding to the defined function symbol F. 
As in case (a), we can easily verify that 
M[E] **“M’, O[E]v = O[E’] 
for some variant M’ of M[E’] and for some inferring substitution n, since *y, does 
not appear in M[E,; i] for i = 1,. . . , n, so the proofs are omitted. 
For inference rule 4’: Finally, for given terms E and E’, suppose 
M[E] *71 Mi =3?2 M2 * . . . eaVk-1 Mk_l =a’lk M’ 
and 
O]E]n 1.. . lj/( = t’ 
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for some variants M’ and t’ of M[E’] and O[E’], respectively. Let 6’ be a 
constructor-term substitution. Define inferring substitutions Ii = vie, 1 I i I k, which 
map the inferred variables *y E Dom(qi) to the terms (*y)q#. It is clear from the 
assumption that 
for the variants MY and t’e of M[E’B] and O[E’e], respectively. This completes 
the proof. q 
Corollary 3. Let E be a Z-term and t a constructor term. If E *c* t in an equational 
program R, then M[E] **$ e and O[E]q = t in the translated logic program E 
from R, where 9 is an inferring substitution. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. 0 
Without loss of generality we can assume that an input term in an equational 
program is of the form F(t,, . . . , t,), where each ti is a constructor term. By 
Proposition 3 and Corollary 3 we have 
Corollary 4. If F(t,, . . . , t,) *c* t in an equational program R, then F,(t,, _ . . , t,, t) 
** e in the translated logic program E from R. 
These results indicate that in the constructor-term-oriented execution strategy 
any equationzl program can be transformed into an equal or more powerful logic 
program. On the other hand, for a recursive equational program, we can translate it 
into a logic program with equivalent computation power. 
Let W denote the set of all atoms (containing variables). With a Horn program $2 
we associate a mapping r over the power set P(W) of W. 
DeJinition 9. Given a Horn program E, a mapping r over P(W) associated with E is 
defined as follows: For any subset VC W and for any definite reduction rule 
B, :- B,, . . . , B, in E, if there exists a substitution 8 such that B,B E V for every 1 
I i I n, then B,B E 7(V). 
By definition, r is a continuous mapping over P(W) with the partial order of 
set-theoretic inclusion among subsets of W. So 7 has the unique least fixed point 
lfp(E), as shown in [7]. In fact, lfp(&) turns out to be lfp(&) = Uk 21~k( 0) where 0 
is the empty subset of W. The following is a slight modification of the result in [l]. 
Theorem 2. Let & be a Horn program and M a goal. If there is a successfully 
terminating computation from M with an answer substitution TJ, then Aq E lfp(E) 
for every atomic molecule A in M. 
PROOF. Let M, *VI M, * . . . -Q Mk be a successful computation from M with 
an answer substitution 17. Note that M, = M, Mk = e, and 17 = qr.. . qk. To prove the 
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theorem we shall show by induction on i, 1 I i I k, that Ank_-i+l.. . q17/, E T’( 0) for 
any atomic molecule A E M&_i. 
If i= 1, then Mk_l consists of a single atomic molecule, say A. From the 
assumption it follows that Ank = B,fI for some definite reduction rule BO :- e E 2 
and some matching substitution 6. Hence, ~~~ E T( 0) by the definition of 7. This is 
the induction basis. 
Let i 2 1. Suppose that An)lk_;+ 1.. . vk E &( 0) for any atomic molecule kt E Mk_,. 
Let 
~k-r=(C~,...,Cj-~)~k-i,(B~,...,B~)e,(Cj+~,".,C~)~k-i 
for SOme definite reduction rule B, :- B,, . . . , B, E & and for some matching substitu- 
tion 8, where Cjqk_i = BOB holds. Let A be any atomic molecule in Mk-i-l. If 
A z Cj, then Aqk_i is in h4k_i. So by the induction hypothesis we have 
A77k-i4k-r+l...~7/,E”(0)C”t1(0) 
since 7 is monotonic. If A = C,, then by the induction hypothesis we have 
BqeVk-,+v4k ET’(~) for all llqsn. So 
Aqk-i~k-i+l...17k=B0’~k-i~)7k-i+l...~kE”t1(0) 
by the definition of T. 0 
Theorem 3. Let R be a recursive quational program and E be the translated Horn 
program from R. Then F(t,,.. ., t,,)*c* t in R for every atom F,(t,, . . . . t,, t) E 
lfP&). 
PROOF. We show by induction on i 2 1 that F(t,, . . . , t,) *c=, t in R for every 
F,O 1,. . .) t,, t) E T’(0). 
If i = 1, the F,(t,, . . . , t,, t) = F,(q,, . . . , qn, q)B for some definite reduction rule 
F,(q i, . . . , q,,, q) :- e and for some substitution 8. This reduction rule corresponds to 
the rewriting rule F(ql,. . . , q,) -+ q by the transformation algorithm and Lemma 1. 




by applying the rule F( ql,. . . , q,) -+ q along with the substitution 8. 
Let i r 1. Suppose that F(tl,. . . , t,) *c* t for every atom F,(t,, . . . , t,, t) E +( 0). 
Let F,(t,, . . . , t,, t) be any atom in T ‘+ ‘( 0). By the definition of Q- there is a definite 
reduction rule BO :- B,, . . . , B,,, E f. such that c,(t,, . . , t,, t) = B,8 with B,tl E 7i( 0) 
for each 1 <j I m and for some substitution 8. Let F(q,, . . . , q,) + E be the 
rewriting rule from which the definite reduction rule B, :- B,, . . . , B, is obtained. By 
applying the rule F(ql,. . . , q,) -+ E along with the substitution B to the Z-term 
F(t 1,“‘, t,) we can derive a E-term E8 as a result. To prove the theorem, it suffices 
to show that for any subterm G(E,, . . . , Ek) of E8, where G is a defined function 
symbol, if G,( pl,. . . , pk, p) is the corresponding atom which belongs to 
(B 1,. . . , B,)8, then G(E,, . . . , Ek) *cap follows from Ej *c*pj for each 1 ~j I k. 
This can be easily verified by using the induction hypothesis. We omit the details. 
0 
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From Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 5: Let R be a recursive equational program and f. the translated Horn 
program from R. For any goal F,(t, ,..., t,, *y), if F,(t,,. . ., t,, *y)*q” e in &, 
then F( t,, . . . , t,) *c* q( *y) in R. In particular, F(t,,. . . , t,) *c- t in R follows 
from F,(t,, . . . , t,, t) ** e in f. 
We obtain the following theorem for recursive equational programs from 
Corollary 4 and Corollary 5. 
Theorem 4. Let R be a recursive equational program and f. the translated Horn 
program from R. For any Z-term F( t,, . . . , t,) and for any constructor term t the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
There is a successful computation from the input term F(t,, . . . , t,) yielding a 
result t in the equational program R: F(t,, . . . , t,) *c* t. 
There is a successful computation from the goal F,(t,,. . . , t,, t) in the logic 
program f: F,(t, ,..., t,, t)*=, e. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARK!3 
To introduce the notions of data abstraction and efficient computation strategies 
into logic programs, we have proposed a transformation algorithm from equational 
programs into logic programs. We have attempted to draw a relationship between 
equational programs and logic programs, in particular between recursive equational 
programs and Horn programs. 
We have not shown the transformability of all equational programs into equiv- 
alent logic programs. Our scope has been limited to recursive equational programs. 
However, we expect that the computations of any equational program in the 
constructor-term-oriented execution strategy may be simulated by those of a logic 
program of equivalent computational power. We hope that this paper has opened up 
a new area for further studies in this field. 
We would like to thank Mr. Glean Mansfield for looking over this paper and for valuable comments. 
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